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1INTRODUCTION
As the theory of centrifugal pump design has only
recently reached its p ~esemt degree of perfection, and as compar-
atively little has been written in English upon the subject, the
design of such a pump presents an original and interesting problem.
In order to approach the problem from the practical side, it was
deemed advisable to select such data as might come to tr e hand of
a modern pump manufacturer. The design could then be worked out
and the result compared with machines of similar size and capacity
now on the market.
With this end in view, the following data was
selected: pump to deliver 160 gallons of water per minute through
a 2 1/3 inch pipe against a head of 30 feet: speed, about 2,300
revolutions per minute.
The relation between peripheral velocity and head
was worked out according to the tl eory developed by
Prof. G. A. Goodenough of the University of Illinois. From that
point, the design of the impeller followed the plan and theory
used by Fritz Neuman, Dipl. Ing., in his "Die Zentr ifugalpuinpen"
,
though some rrod i ficat ions were introduced to agree with American
pract ice
.

DESIGN OF A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
.
CHAPTER I
.
The Relation Between Periphera1_ Velocity
and Head
.
The following is Prof. Goodenough's development of
the relation between peripheral velocity and head. Consider a
small mass of fluid to be moving from f\ to B along the tube, ^B,
Fig. 1, in the impeller, which, meantime, is rotating around the
center, 0, in the direction indicated by the arrow. If f is the
cross sectional area o'' the tube, and T is the specific weight of
the fluid, the mass of +he fluid contained in a length of tube
will be
At any given instant, let this mas8 of fluid be at
a point, C, which is distant X from the center of the impeller.
By Coricli8' law, the acceleration of the mass at C has three com-
p r nent8: the acceleration of the nass assuming the path AB at
rest, the acceleration of the point o^ tie impeller coincident
with C, and an acceleration normal to the tangent, CT. These ac-
celerations are resolved into their components in Fig. 2. If V
J
is the velocity of tl e mass along the curve, AB, -jj is the tan-
2 at
gential acceleration and
-g the normal acceleration at C, f being
the radius of curvature at C. These are the components of accel-
eration along the path, AB, while AB is at rest. XU* and X
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5are the components of the acceleration of t: e point, C, of the
path due to rotation around C, the center of the impeller. The
third acceleration mentioned in connection with Coriolos' law is
2Vu;, which is normal to the tangent, CT.
times the accelerations, and by D'Alembert's principle, the system
they compose, when reversed, is in equilibrium with that of the
external forces acting on the mass. Fig. 3 shows the complete
system of forces with the acceleration forces reversed.
The forces are,
of the tube,
2. The friction, dF, between the fluid and the sides
of the tube.
3. A pressure, pf, on the cross section nearer the
inner circumference.
4. A pressure, f(p+dp}, on the cross section nearer the
outer circumference. The pressure, p, varies along the tube.
The other forces are the acceleration forces reversed. Of these,
the force, m^Htt?, is zero, since we are considering a case where the
angular velocity is constant. Since the nine forces in Fig, 3 are
in equilibrium, we can resolve them into their components along the
tangent to the path and obtain,
The forces producing these accelerations are m
1. A pressure, ds, between the small mass and the sides
f (p + dp) - fp +.
but m =
m (1)



Then
Then
r j T-fds dv T fx uA Cos i j jr n
t dp + -<7- *3f ~ Ha ds + dF =
but V-^|
ds • cos J = d*and
Since the forr of the function, F, is not definitely known, we
may let
Since re U> = Ue
and rQ C0 = U a
We have
Subscripts e and a will be attached to those symbols
represerting entrance and discharge quantities respectively.
Fig. 4 represents an entrance velocity poygon,
while Pig, 5 shows the polygon for exit conditions. It will be
noticed that the absolute velocity at entrance, OT, is radial.
This is due to the fact that no guide vanes are used in the suction
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9passages. The water must, the-efore, enter tl e impeller radially
in orde?" to avoid shocks.
Let
U s velocity of point on impeller.
V = velocity of fluid with respect to the
impel ler
.
- absolute velocity of fluid.
Then, from Figs. 4 and 5, we have
2
and V* - u' + OXQ - 2 U q
ur
a coso( <
and <£k 3 P«- ( 3 )
Substituting in equation (3), we get
&LEs. « JL(caJ*im
-
+ 2urq u q .cosoc]-i r (4)T *3
and eliminating U£,
P«~Pe
_
ol TZ sinPQ C05Qrq _ sin
2
ftp 1 +
or/ £ (5)
Using Bernouilli's theorem for steady flow, we ob-
tain fcr entrance
lle + k- -^ + ^+ £ (6)
^
t T T D e vu;
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where le « friction head at entrance.
K - head due to difference in level between
suction and supply of water,
and pressure head developed in entrance
channels of impeller.
and for discharge
where fq = friction head due to resistance in dis-
charge pipe.
UJj = velocity in discharge pipe.
and h Q = pressure head developed in discharge pas-
sages of impeller.
Subtracting we get
And combining with (4)
,
9 j
If we let
and h Q -k = H
We get
M _ COS (X ff
—
= H + f£ + ^ {10)
We can consider the velocity head in the discharge
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pipe and the total friction to be functions of the head, in which
case
ad =<bH
and £=fH
We shall now let
And the hydraulic efficiency will be
-i. (10) will then reduce to
the form,
urq uQ cos <x„
^
9 '
(11)
Eliminating U£by means of (3)
HL. 5,n Pq cos* -nH (13)
z
_ li sin(Pa-°0
Up - nq H 'q
'
J sin pQ • C°5^Q
•
.i sin 0* Cos *„ - Cos p sin
*
= TjgH (1- CO* pp t«nOra ) •
Therefore
U p = Vrj^H V 1 - cot pQ ton oc q
or uq * K V?j^H (13)
where K= Vl-cof pa tan<*Q
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When no guide vanes are usod in the discharge
chamber, it is always advisable to keep rather small in ordes*
that tl e wa'er rray not have to make a gr at change in direction in
starting its travel around the discharge chamber. pq may be and
often is varied to meet the different conditions which centrifugal
pumps are called upona to meet. If the head is very great, col pa
must be positive and large enough to avoid an excessive value of
Uq as derived in (13). pq being less than 90*, the vanes bend for-
ward in su: v a case. For medium heads, q^ will be more than 90°,
and col
p
Q will, therefore, be negative, but small enough to avoid
an excessive Uq . For small heads, Pq may be made quite large,
and is usually around 150° to 160* for 25 to 30 foot heads. (3q
should be so chosen that Uq is around 5C feet per second.
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CHAPTER II.
DESIGN OF IMPELLER.
Gener al Data and Assumpt i ons.
A 3 inch suction pipe will be us ad on this pump as
that size coresponds with the practice of the best American manu-
facturers on their 2 1/2 inch low head pumps. The double suction
gives
type of impeller was selected because its use, us the advantages of
a small outside diameter. There is, moreover, no side thrust in
t] is type of rotor. The number cf vanes was choser; as six.
Neuman gives the hydraulic efficiency for a pump of this size and
type as .7
,
and this value will be used in our calculations,
giving
Tl = 7j = I 429
and gross head = tjH = 1-429 x 30 = 42-0 ft
Design of Vanes at Discharge.
The following notation will be used in addition to
that alre.-dy explained.
Dq = diameter of impeller center of discharge
channel at exit.
JJq ~ outside diameter of impeller.
3q = depth of discharge channel.
: width of discharge channel.
S = thickness of vanes.
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^ = number of vanes.
Q = capacity in cubic feet per second.
dq = diameter of base circle for discharge
involute
.
% , Vq , and UT are velocities as designated
before
.
afQ and f>Q are angles as previously noted.
Reference to Fig, 6 will aid in explaining the symbols used. The
vanes will be constructed as involutes of circles according to
Neuman's theory.
From the discussion on Page 12, we see that
J3Q ^ust
be very large for a low lift pump of this + ype. We shall therefore
assume
p„ -
160*
and «<, = 20°
then K ' 1.4142
and ua = 52.6 &
This value of uq shows that p>q was chosen correctly.
Let j; - 6"
Then from th . triangle OTP, Fig. 6
OT = V0P2 + TP* t 2 OP -TP cosp;
or multiplying through by 2
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We must now assume Da so that this relat ion will
hold true, remembering that
Tr Da sin £a
Qp + S = ^
and, from triangles OET and OEP, that
sin
_
J3
After several trials, the proper value of J)^will be found. In this
case
then flq = .937- S
and p'p = 162' jo'
Let the thickness of vanes, S, be 1/8" .
then q a = ©»2
Checking our value of Da , we get
T) =Y6 2 + 8I2 2 + Ex 6X 812 *(- COS 175*) = S.Z3"
Therefore our assumed value, 1)^-5122, may be taken as correct •
From th s triangle, OTE,
d Q = JD q Sin pQ = 522 * 343 =
1.79"
The speed may now be found as follows,
RRM. = * -p>— = 23io.
TT x JJQ
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^e a:e now ready to construct the vanes. According
to Neuman, the involute represents the best curve for this purpose
since their use insures a uniform velocity across any cross sectiion
This is shown in Fig. 6 by the velocity diagrams in red. Neuman'
8
procedure in the construction of vanes is as follows, (cf. Fig. 6)
Divide into 22 parts, thus locating the points A, B, C, etc.,
from which tangents are drawn to dQ . On tangent A, lay off
and rin = s
Cn tangent through B, lay off
QB = BR * •§
And on tangent through C, lay off
and V5 = s
The arc of a circle passed through N, I?, and V, will then give a
close approximation to the required involute, and M, and S locate
the curve for the back cf the vane.
It is now possible to calculate the width of the
impeller at the diameter D^.
Let V£= the radial component of velocity at dis-
charge .
From equation (11)
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COS Of = 1 1
T1Q H
Hence OD, Fig. 7, must equal —7;
—
Therefore Vr = tan ar«, 3fr- . -[an <x (14)
Substituting the various values in (14)
Tie selected capacity was 160 gallons perminute.
Therefore Q = sec
Since ba =
where Q = Q -f- slip.
The slip for a pump of this type may be assumed as -06 Q
S^= thickness of one vane measured along $he
circle 11.
Therefore bq = .337
"
Design of Vanes at Entr ance.
The fallowing notation will be used in addition to
that already explained.
De = diameter of impeller at center of entrance
channe 1
.
ae - depth of entrance channel.
be = width of entrance channel.
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de = diameter of base circle for entrance invo-
lute.
u
e> ami **^are velocities as previously designated
and Pe are angles as shown in Fig. 8.
UTS - velocity of water in suction pipe before
entering impeller.
t
UTS ~ velocity of water entering impeller.
Then urs
'
= Q + S>'P OTs
It will be noticed that the velocity of the water is increased as
it enters the impeller on account of the fact that the amount of
water which slips back around the impeller must pas3 through in
addition to that which the pump delivers at the discharge opening.
In designing the vanes at entrance, much the same
method is followed as was used in laying out those at discharge.
We shall assume,
De =2-64"
then Ue = 2s-xuQ = 26.6 tysec
• ur
Q*'44
. (15)
s area of suction ^s^. m )
In order to get the area of suction, assume the outside diameter
of the shaft to be 7/8" and the suction diameter 2 3/8". The area
of suction opening is then 7.64 square inches, and
.553 x 144-
_
_ _ CL,
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ur3
'
= 6. 67 x \ oe = 707 tysec
Fig. 9 represents Neuran's construction of the
velocity polygon at entrance. As previously explained, the water
must enter the impeller with an absolute velocity which is radial.
CJ^ and uG are, therefore, at right angles to each other. The
construct icn of the polygon is as follows. AB is the velocity
laid off to a convenient, scale, and AC is the velocity ur^laid
off at right angles to ue and to the same scale. CD is the thick-
ness of vanes laid off to any convenient scale. B and C are con-
nected, and the line DM is drawn parallel to CB. Now lay off to
the same scale as that of CO, the line BF, the length of which is
te where
te ="^ (16)
Prolong BFtc E and BE will represent Ve , and AE will be U£to the
same s.^ale to which AE3 and AC were laid off, while GH ( parallel
to AC through F ) will represent the depth of the suction channel,
Q
e .
By consulting Fig. 8, we see that the velocity ure
will be greater than U^'on account of the reduction of the passages
brought about by the introduction of the vanes. The relation will
be
(£g
=
sin pe __ Qg + Se (l6a)
also Qe + se = ——— s»n pe
In Fig. S FH = BF sin p e

Ffg. 9.
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but
Therefore FH = °e + ^e
and
Since 6JH in ^ig. S equals ae , it is readily seen that equation
(16a) holds good in this diagram, and the construction is there-
fore correct.
Following through this construction using
Ue = £6.6 *Vsec
UTS
'
= 7.07 tysec
and +.= 1L5|6± = 1.38-
We get
V
e
= 28-3 *Vsec
and Q e = -344"
and fr? -
s,n * 20 5
and CATe = 9 /sec.
as shown in Fig. 9.
In order to find the width of the channel, we make
use of the principle of continuity i.e., the amounts of water
passing any two sections of an impeller channel in a given time
must be the same, or
Vq x qQ x bQ = Ve x ae x ^ (17)
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From Fig. 7,
VQ - Vr a = 27. a feecU sin pa
The other quantities in (17) a e all known save be which we find
to be
We can now check the proceeding work since
(18)
In which
Fe = net area of suction.
= (TTxDe - 6xs;> be
where S= thickness of one vane measured along the
circle De .
and « net area of discharge.
= (TTvT)a - 6 x tq
where 5= thickness of one vane measured along
<*
the
c ircle Da .
Applying this check,
vr = |»we = H|.a as = s.ss fVsec
The diameter of the base circle, de , for the entrance involute is

a®
de =
Z(q
;
+5g)
(IS)
de = 892 "
The entrance involutes may now be laid out in ex-
actly the same manner as those at discharge as shown in Fig. 8.
After the entrance and discharge involutes have been constructed,
they should be so connected that the depth cf channel never be-
comes less than oe . Such a construction will give good results
when the widths of channel are compute:!. In this case, it was
found that the two involutes could be best connected by the arc of
a circle as shown in Fig. 10.
The various widths of the impeller can now be cal-
culated by the following method. If a series of circles are drawn
tangent to the two sides of the channel, their centers will locate
the curve which represents the center line of the channel. This
is the curve 1^,7^71 in Fig. 10. This curve may be rectified to
' ' ,
the straight line u^J^TJ Erect perpendiculars at the points,
^ » » » and '» and make
TdA = V«
a: so "£'D =
then T„B- V„
and Tj:- v6
to a convenient scale. Having the velocity, VXi at any point, X ,
the width, b^, may be found from equation (17) written inthis form



In which we can measure P%in Fig. 10. Following is the tabulated
data on the widths of impeller. The quant it iy, H , is the radial
distance from the point in question to the center of the impeller.
IDTHS OF IMPELLER
point R V a b
Pe ft" 29.3 .*544 .914
>V 28.15 .48. .664
28. .GQ .47
el" 27.8 .812 .338
The cross section of the impeller can now be drawn
as shown in Fig. 11, remembering, however, that the values of Id
found are twice those which are laid off in Fig. 11, since the
impeller is of the double suction type and there are two se A s of
channels. The inside curve is chosen arbitrarily, and the widths
laid out from that . The impeller is made of constant width beyond
the diameter DQ .
The final check on the impeller design may now be
obtained through the characteristic equation, which we shall de-
velope at this point.
Deve lopment of Characteristic Equation.
From Fig. 7,
vq
2
= u p + 2 u Q urQ cos <x (20)
and from Fig. 9,
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v
e
= ue + ure Ul)
Subtracting (21) from (20), we get
2 2 2.
\a - V, = u Q - U e + tATQ - ure - 2 ua ur cos ac
But from (11)
u Q arQ cos cx^ =
Therefore
T
1
H
" 2a + Za + T« (22)
Z. Z Z Z Z. a
a - Ue + Ve
- Vc , OJcx -
5 23
This might be used as a characteristic equation, but it can be
greatly simplyfied in the following manner.
From Fig. 7
and Vq -— r
sin PQ
Z.
therefore 2tj^H= - Me + fV/ - ure + + 2UQv„ cos pQ]
From Fig. 9
z 2 2
therefore 2 H = 2uQ
2
- + + ^uQ Vp cos. P<J
And al30 from Fig. 9

but we = t~ * Vr
re
u = fk
Vr
Fe tan pe
then „H = ^- u/ + [vv-SL-.^
Our characteristic equation then becomes
= c, + Cz Vr (23 )
z.
where L, -
^
and C2 = i[T^-l- T-Hs_.-&]
Substituting the numerical values for our case in this equation,
we get,
TjH = 64.2 - Z.Ze* 9-56
and T|H = ^2 6 &
Since our original asumption called for ^H=^?8^, we have secur
a fairly close check on the impeller design.
If C2 in equation (33) is calculated it will be
found to be negative. This is a desirable feature in a pump
characteristic, because only under 3uch conditions can the pump
be started against the working he : iel and higher heads be obtained
by throttling. If Cz were positive, the pump would have to be
deliver ing wa' er before the working head could be obtained, and
in order to secure a higher head the discharge would have to be
increased. In other words the pump would have to be speeded up.

The full line in Fig. 12 shows
and the dotted curve indicates
acteristic in which Cz is pos
1Z.
the characteristic for this pump,
the general appearanee of a char-
t ive
.
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CHAPTER III.
DESIGN OF DISCHARGE CHAMBER.
The only point in the design of the discharge cham-
ber is to so construct it that the cross sectional area will in-
crease directly as the amount of water which it handles. This can
be done as shown in Fig, 13, by starting with practically no area
just above the discharge outlet and gradually enlarging the chamber
as we pass around in the dirsction of flow until we have an area
equal to that of the discharge pipe at a point 360 from where we
started. The width of the discharge chamber was made constant in
or^er to secure a neat looking design.
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CHAPTER IV.
DESIGN OF SHAFT
.
The shaft is the only part of the machine designed
for strength, the thicknesn of metal in the other parts in a pump
of this size being determined rather by practical considerations
than by theoretical calculations. The shaft may be designed to
resist tort ion only, since there is present no bending moment save
the negligible amount due to the weight of the impeller, and com-
pression do3S not appear because the impeller is of the double suc-
tion type and therefore balamced. If the pump delivers .35 cubic
feet per second against a gross head of 43.8 feet, the shaft must
do the work
W = "'"^' 6°'^-8 =X(56, 8CO) = 67. OOP »
where is the mechanical efficiency. (.85)
Since the speed is 3,300 R.P.M., the twisting moment is
T _ 67. OOP _ 46 .^ \b. ft = 556-9 in lbs.
j 3 556.B
.« s 12,000
therefore d = .6i^."
In practice, however, this would be too small, and we shall make
the shaft 13/ ^3 "in diameter.











